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Spatial and single-nucleus transcriptomics
decoding the molecular landscape
and cellular organization of avian optic tectum

Kuo Liao,1,2 Ya Xiang,2,3 Fubaoqian Huang,1,2 Maolin Huang,4 Wenbo Xu,4 Youning Lin,2,5 Pingfang Liao,2,6

Zishi Wang,4 Lin Yang,4 Xinmao Tian,4 Duoyuan Chen,2,5,* Zhenlong Wang,4,* Shiping Liu,2,5,*

and Zhenkun Zhuang2,5,7,*

SUMMARY

The avian optic tectum (OT) has been studied for its diverse functions, yet a comprehensive molecular
landscape at the cellular level has been lacking. In this study, we applied spatial transcriptome sequencing
and single-nucleus RNA sequencing (snRNA-seq) to explore the cellular organization and molecular char-
acteristics of the avianOT from two species: Columba livia and Taeniopygia guttata. We identified precise
layer structures and provided comprehensive layer-specific signatures of avianOT. Furthermore, we eluci-
dated diverse functions in different layers, with the stratum griseum periventriculare (SGP) potentially
playing a key role in advanced functions of OT, like fear response and associative learning. We character-
ized detailed neuronal subtypes and identified a population of FOXG1+ excitatory neurons, resembling
those found in the mouse neocortex, potentially involved in neocortex-related functions and expansion
of avianOT. These findings could contribute to our understanding of the architecture ofOT, shedding light
on visual perception and multifunctional association.

INTRODUCTION

As one of the most crucial sensory information transmission hubs, the optic tectum (OT), which is known as superior colliculus (SC) in mam-

mals, performs a diverse array of functions in vertebrates.1–3 It plays a significant role in visual information processing, eye movement, fear

response, and even prey capture activity.3,4 In addition to its involvement in the transformation of multiple visual inputs, the deeper layers

of the OT also can receive inputs from somatosensory and auditory sources, facilitating the alignment of various sensory neural maps and

contributing to certain motor functions.5–7 And most recently, OT has been reported to play a role in higher cognitive functions such as se-

lective attention and decision-making.8–10 Meanwhile, OT or SC is one of the most conservative structures during vertebrate brain evolution.3

From the lamprey to primates, OT has formed and existed for millions of years, while still exhibiting striking similarities in its fundamental

functions, layered organization, and cellular composition.11

In fish, OT located in themidbrain constitutes a substantial portion of the brain, serving as themain visual center where themajority of optic

fibers terminate.12 During evolution, the OT has gradually developed a layered structure exhibiting enhanced clarity and precision. In birds,

which possess an exceptional visual capability, theOT has expanded and developed into themost intricate and distinct laminar structure in all

vertebrates, containing about 15 detailed layers.3,13 This highly expanded OT plays a very important role in diverse functions of birds,

including some higher processes, like attention and cognition. However, in mammals, the advent of the forebrain has brought about a shift

in the primary visual processing tasks to the primary visual cortex (V1).14,15 As a consequence, only a few visual-related functions and some

instinctive reactions are still kept in the SC.1,16,17 Despite numerous studies conducted on the functional research of the SC in mice or mon-

keys, the driving factors behind this evolutionary transformation have received limited attention and remain elusive. Furthermore, gaining a

comprehensive understanding of this fundamental function transition may provide us with a fresh perspective to explore the reasons for

neocortex expansion in mammals or primates.

Previous investigations into the structure and function of OT have predominantly relied on anatomical and electrophysiological ap-

proaches or have focused only on limitedmolecular markers. Consequently, our ability to form a comprehensive and in-depth understanding
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of OT at the cellular and molecular levels has been restricted. Meanwhile, despite the abundant functions of OT, the precise neural mecha-

nisms underlying these functions remain poorly defined.4 Past studies have revealed that the neural network and circuits of OT are the main

contributors to its processing and analysis.18,19 At the cellular level, glutamatergic projection neurons in OT are reported to encode distinct

sensorimotor transformations for fear response, prey catching, and predator avoidance, while the g-aminobutyric acid (GABA) neurons are

related to eye movement for selective attention and wakefulness.4 However, the precise laminar distribution of these neural cells is still un-

clear. Moreover, our understanding of the subtypes ofmain neurons and their characteristics remains relatively rudimentary. To have a deeper

insight into these functional neural mechanisms and evolution transitions in OT, we are encouraged to develop a more comprehensive and

precise landscape of OT. Here, we employed an omics-based approach, incorporating high-resolution spatial transcriptomic sequencing and

single-nucleus RNA sequencing (snRNA-seq), to generate a spatially resolved transcriptomic atlas of avianOT. Particularly, based on the com-

parison between birds and mice, we proved the polyfunctional potential of OT in birds and explained its mechanism at the cellular level.

RESULTS

Spatial landscape of avian tectum

To build up a spatial transcriptomic landscape of theOT, here we utilized the spatial enhanced resolution omics sequencing (Stereo-seq)20 on

the OT of two species of birds: pigeon (Columba livia) and zebra finch (Taeniopygia guttata). After the sample collection and Stereo-seq, we

collected three sections from pigeons and two from zebra finches at adjacent positions (Figure 1A). The Stereo-seq is based on the DNA

nanoball (DNB)-patterned arrays, of which the diameter is 220 nm and the spacing is 500 nm. Thus, to obtain better quality for the subsequent

unsupervised clustering and analysis, we first adopted a binning strategy with a bin size of 100 (bin; 1003 100 DNBs, 50 mmdiameter), similar

to previous studies.20 After the quality control (QC), the average number of unique molecular identifiers (UMIs) detected per bin on all sec-

tions was around 5,400 with more than 1,600 genes detected (Figure S1A and S1B).

To delineate the transcriptional spatial organization of the OT, we applied an unsupervised clustering method based on graph convolu-

tional network (GCN) on our all sections with SpaGCN.21 All sections were clustered into a minimum of nine distinct sub-layers, which demon-

strated the intricate layered structure of avian OT at the transcriptomic level (Figures S1C and S1D). Here, we annotated our sections into cor-

respondingmain layers, based on the acknowledged anatomical structure and unsupervised clustering results13 (Figures 1B and 1C). From the

superficial to the deep layers, the labeled OT layers were as follows: the stratum opticum (SOp), the stratum griseum et fibrosum superficiale

(SGF), the stratum griseum centrale (SGC), the stratumalbum centrale (SAC), the stratum griseumperiventriculare (SGP), and the stratum fibro-

sum periventriculare (SFP) (Figure 1B). In addition to these layers, there were two crucial components of the nucleus isthmi, the pars magno-

cellularis (Imc) andpars parvocellularis (Ipc). Referring to the unsupervised clustering results, we integrated the regions surrounding the Ipc and

Imc into the brachium colliculi superioris (BCS). Besides these visually related regions, we also successfully captured and discerned the nucleus

mesencephalicus lateralis pars dorsalis (Mld), which is beneath the OT and participates in the audition of non-mammal vertebrates.22 In this

study, we did not extensively elucidate other midbrain (MB) or cerebellum (CB) regions; however, their locations were also well aligned

with existing knowledge of corresponding anatomical regions in birds and may provide valuable insights for future research endeavors. Espe-

cially, to mark the in situ distribution of individual cells on the section, we performed single-stranded DNA (ssDNA) staining to highlight the

nucleus before next-generation sequencing, which can reflect the cell density of the OT and was in line with our spatial annotation

(Figures S1E). From the transcriptional level, we could also prove that avian OT was highly conserved between different species (Figure 1D).

To further control the batch effect, we clustered and annotated five sections from different spatial positions independently and integrated

them with their weighted-nearest neighbors23 (Figures 1E and S1F). The integration results showed fine alignment of five spatial sections

despite they were sampled from different samples and positions, which further demonstrated the accuracy of our methodology and anno-

tation. All regions of OT possessed unique characteristics. Notably, from the uniform manifold approximation and projection (UMAP) visu-

alization, we observed that a part of SAC shared similarities with the BCS, which was also reasonable for their location in the same layer depth

(Figure 1E). In conclusion, here we provided a comprehensive spatial landscape of the avian OT in two species and then reconstructed its

laminar distribution with transcriptome for the first time.

Layer-specific signatures of avian OT

In order to discover the layer-specific features of each region in avian OT, we conducted a differential expression analysis between them with

the integrated data from pigeons and zebra finches (Figure 2A and Table S1). Moreover, we visualized part of these region-specific markers in

Figure 1. The experimental design and spatial landscape of avian tectum

(A) Schematic workflow of the study.

(B) The unsupervised clustering and main annotation of the pigeon sections. Bin100 as a unit. SOp, stratum opticum; SGF, stratum griseum et fibrosum

superficiale; SGC, stratum griseum centrale; SAC, stratumalbum centrale; SGP, stratum griseum periventriculare; SFP, stratum fibrosum periventriculare; BCS,

brachium colliculi superioris; Mld, nucleus mesencephalicus lateralis pars dorsalis; Imc, nucleus isthmi pars magnocellularis; Ipc, nucleus isthmi pars

parvocellularis; MB, midbrain; CB, cerebellum. Section P1, P2, and P3 were from the position at 12.0, 12.5, and 13.0 mm from the forebrain extremity along

the anterior-to-posterior direction respectively.

(C) The unsupervised clustering andmain annotation of the zebra finch sections. Bin100 as a unit. Section Z1 and Z2 were from the position at 6.5 and 6.0mm from

the forebrain extremity.

(D) The correlation of main OT regions between zebra finch and pigeon. r: Spearman correlation coefficient.

(E) Uniform manifold approximation and projection (UMAP) plot of integrated bins from all sections, which only contains the main tectum regions.
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our spatial section D6, which further confirmed their regional expression patterns (Figure 2B). Among differentially expressed genes (DEGs),

two homologous cerebellins,CBLN1 and CBLN2, were enriched in the Ipc. The cerebellin family is known to play a significant role in synapse

development and function,24,25 suggesting the wide connection between Ipc and other regions. Meanwhile, we found high expression levels

of calbindin 2 (CALB2) in the Imc region, which has also been reported as enriched in the retina, Imc, and nucleus retundus (Rt) of chickens

Figure 2. Molecular characteristics of avian OT

(A) Volcano plot showing highly differentially expressed genes of regions by Wilcoxon Rank-Sum test. Adjust p value by Benjamini and Hochberg (BH) method.

Only the top 10 genes were marked except for unknown transcripts in the genome.

(B) Spatial feature plots showing the expression of representative markers selected from (A). Section P1 was shown here.

(C) Selected GO items (red) and enriched genes (green) of the SGP. The q value of all items selected was less than 0.05. Genes were top 50 DEGs of SGP

compared with other regions of OT, of which the adjusted p value was less than 0.05.

(D) Stacked violin plot showing the expression level of genes from Figure (C) in main optic regions.
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before.26 Additionally, two calcium binding proteins, CABP7 and CABP1, were respectively highly expressed in the SGF and SGC, which are

the two main layers involved in receiving information from the retina. The calcium binding protein family was reported expressed in the ama-

crine cells and cone bipolar cells of the retina before, and they are important for the normal transmission of light responses inmammals.27 Our

findings in birds underscore their significance as well. The complexin 3 (CPLX3) has a similar importance in the visual system,28 which was

found enriched in the SGF. Through these important proteins in the visual system, we can observe the conservation between birds andmam-

mals in terms of visual signal transmission. And with the expressed pattern, we could confirm the regions, like SGF and SGC, which directly

accept the retina input at the gene expression level. Moreover, we found that the neuromedin B (NMB) was enriched in the deeper layers of

OT, including SGP and SFP, which is commonly released in the pain- and itch-sensing somatosensory neurons.29,30 Besides the NMB, the

neurotensin (NTS) also stood out in the SGP, which is related to numerous biological processes, including pain sensation.31 Hence, our find-

ings further support the multifunctional capability of the SGP in different sensory processes, and these results first shed light on the potential

regulatory mechanisms of OT in processing multimodal information.

Through the layer comparison, we identified and presented the overall region-specific markers of OT, which held significant potential for

functional investigations for different layers. Hence, to further clarify the functional specialization of OT, we conducted the gene ontology

(GO) enrichment analysis on top DEGs of each domain (Figure S2A). Through the GO, it was found pathways enriched in the SFP, which is

located around the ventricle, were mainly about the cilium organization and assembly, as well as the extracellular transport. This suggested

its function of facilitating cerebrospinal fluid flow and substance transfer with the ventricle. Consistent with the UMAP results (Figure 1E), the

GO items enriched in the SAC and BCS showed a lot of similarities. They are both highly related to the glial cell development andmyelination

of axons. Additionally, as the main visual transition and processing layer, the SGF was found to focus on synaptic formation and neural signal

conduction by the enrichment of DEGs (Figure S2A).

Intriguingly, as for the SGP, we found it possessed the most diverse functions, including some advanced processes, like fear response,

associative learning, cognition, and adult behaviors (Figure 2C). It has been broadly proved that OT or SC is associated with fear response

and predator avoidance in vertebrates.3 Hence, here we not only further confirmed these abilities of OT but also identified SGP as the main

center of these behaviors in OT. In addition, it has been reported the sensitive response to epinephrine and dopamine may be related to

stress reaction in creatures,32,33 which may also explain the mechanism of SGP to react rapidly when facing danger in birds here (Figure 2C).

Related genes of response to epinephrine and dopamine, like PENK, SNCG, and HTR1B, were found to be highly expressed in the deep

layers of OT (Figure 2C). Other advanced function related genes, like TAC1,NRXN1, PCDH1,CCK, andNPTX2, were revealed to be enriched

in SGP as well (Figures 2C and 2D). Moreover, except for these higher functions of SGP, the midbrain development related genes, like SFRP2

and SYNGR3,34,35 were also mainly enriched in the deeper layers of OT, including SGP and SFP, which indicated they may be the key layers

involved in the significant expansion of avian OT (Figures 2C and 2D).

Collectively, through the Stereo-seq, we first systematically provided the spatial transcriptional landscape of avian OT and revealed the

differentially enriched genes of each layer. Based on this, we further reinterpreted the molecular and functional characteristics of various

anatomical regions of OT from the molecular level. The spatial landscape of OT at the transcriptional level provided a cellular substrate

that could contribute to the anatomical layer elucidation and visual evolution analysis in the future.

Neurotransmitter expression patterns reveal potential neural connections within avian OT

Neurotransmitters are mediators of electrical and chemical communication in the brain, which plays a critical role in facilitating normal nerve

function and orchestrating complex biological activities. To elucidate the topography of gene expression profiles of known neurotransmitter

receptors and transporters in OT (Table S2), we employed a module-scoring approach using our spatial data.36–43 This approach involved

scoring the expression levels of key categories of nerve transport and receptor genes, including GABA, glutamate, monoamine, and acetyl-

choline (Figures S3A and S3B). As anticipated, GABA and glutamate were the main neurotransmitters in the visual processing of OT, as the

superficial layers of OT undertook the most signal transmission tasks.44 Particularly, compared with the close acceptance level of glutamate

andGABA, neurons inOT seemed tomainly rely onGABA to deliver signals to other neurons or brain regions (Figures S3A and S3B). Likewise,

for the monoamine neurotransmitter, here we took 5-hydroxytryptamine (5-HT) as an example, certain midbrain regions were the main

efferent nerves as reported.45 The broad distribution of 5-HT receptors in OT indicated OT worked as one of the specific output targets

from other midbrain subregions (Figure S3B). Furthermore, the release of acetylcholine was significantly centered around the Ipc, while

the receptors were dispersed in the SGP, SAC, SGC, and SGF, which was in line with previous studies.46 The acetylcholine transmission of

Ipc to other OT regions has been revealed an important role in selective attention before.47,48 To summarize, here we depicted comprehen-

sively the receptors and transporters distribution of four main neurotransmitters (GABA, glutamate, monoamines, and acetylcholine) within

the OT of pigeon for the first time. Particularly, some of them, like the 5-HT, are barely reported by previous studies. These results offered a

more intensive understanding of potential neural connections existing in the avian brain, helping us to understand the communication that

existed between OT and other brain regions.

Spatial cellular diversity of avian tectum

Although using bins as units is a common approach in spatial omics analysis for region clustering nowadays, it should be noted that a divided

bin still only represents a delineated boundary rather than an individual cell.20,49 To obtain the spatial cellular organization ofOT, we applied a

watershed-based approach to segment single cells from the spatial section referring to its ssDNA staining, which was conducted by Spateo50

(Figure 3A). Notably, since the cells of the avian brain are much smaller than normal mammalian cells, it is quite difficult to obtain high-quality
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data at cellular resolution with existing technology nowadays. Therefore, here we only segmented and clustered section P1, which had the

highest quality in all sections. For subsequent analysis, we focused exclusively on the integral part of the tectum. After filtering out the low-

quality cells, we obtained 89,521 segmented cells, with an average of 782 UMIs and 421 genes per cell (Figure 3B).

Upon dimension reduction and clustering, we annotated these cells into six major cell types based on knownmarkers for neural cells51–53:

excitatory neurons (EXN; SLC17A6+), inhibitory neurons (INN;GAD2+), oligodendrocytes (OLI; PLP1+), astrocytes (AST;AQP4+), dendrocyte

precursor cells (OPC; OLIG2+), vascular leptomeningeal cells (VLMC; DCN+), and acetylcholinergic neurons (ACH; SLC18A3+) (Figures 3C

and S4A). OLI were found to be the predominant cell type in the OT, which was consistent with previous reports.54 This observation may

be attributed to the high-density distribution of long axons and synapses of OT. Moreover, after embedding the segmented cells back

into their spatial context, we observed distinct cell distribution patterns of domains in OT (Figures 3D and 3E). As the superficial layer of

the midbrain, the SOp exhibited a higher abundance of VLMC and OLI. The SFP layer had the most AST, which was in line with the expected

distribution around the ventricles, as AST-like cells were commonly found near the ventricular regions in many vertebrates.55 Regarding

neuron types, the SGF showed enrichment of INN, while the SGC was enriched with EXN, consistent with previous studies.56 Particularly,

as reported before, the major cell type in Ipc was CHN.46 Collectively, the fine alignment between the distribution of these segmented cells

and previous experimental research further proved the accuracy of our cell segmentation and annotation. Meanwhile, compared with previ-

ous studies, whichweremainly based on histochemical staining of one or two genes, here weprovided amore precise and comprehensiveOT

organization of all cell types by spatial omics.

To have an in-depth understanding of OT in processing diverse information, we then first focused on SGP (SPF included) and identified

distinct eight subclusters of cells in it (Figure 3F). In all subclusters of SGP, we noticed two special populations of cells with significantly high

expression of VIP/PENK (Clu6) and NMB/SST (Clu7), respectively (Figure 3G). These genes were relevant to advanced brain functions, like

associative learning, and showed distinct enrichment in the avian SGP (Figure 2C). The Clu6 cells were found to highly express CCK and

NTS as well, and CCK+ neurons have been reported to be highly related to the fear response in creatures.57,58 Benefiting from the cellular

resolution of Stereo-seq, here we could ascertain major cell populations involved in the complex functions of SGP and further delineate their

spatial distribution traits. Notably, we found these two cell types (Clu6 VIP+PENK+ and Clu7 NMB+SST+) were differentially distributed in

space (Figure 3H). The Clu6 VIP+PENK+ cells were mainly distributed in the medial, while Clu7 NMB+SST+ cells preferred to exist in the

lateral SGP. The conspicuous enrichment of Clu6 interposed between the SGP and Mld may also suggest their involvement in the process

of visual and auditory integration occurring within the OT region. These observations warrant our further investigation through prospective

experimental studies.

Besides the integration of multi-modal signals in OT, the detailed subtypes of INN in OT and their distribution have also remained unclear

in past studies.4 To address this, here we used classic markers of INN in mammals to clarify their spatial distribution in OT, which included

PVALB, LAMP5, SST, VIP, MEIS2, and SNCG. Generally, we found the distribution of typical INN subtypes further possessed a precise layer

structure, not in random or pillar distribution, which was quite an interesting result (Figure 3I). Specifically, in the avian OT, the PVALB+ cells

weremainly located around the outer layers, followedby the LAMP5+, SST+, VIP+, andMEIS2+ cells. This delicate structure ofOTmay play an

important role in the processing and projection of different visual information input of OT and help to form a visual map. Besides outer layers,

the Imc was also found to enrich with PVALB+ cells, which was consistent with past reports.59 On the contrary, the Ipc was observed to have

plentiful SNCG+ cells. This difference between the two nucleus isthmi was quite interesting andworthy of further attention.We also observed

a similar distribution pattern of various INN subtypes in the segmented section of zebra finch, which underscored the remarkable conservation

of this precise layer structure in the tectum across avian species (Figure S4B). To substantiate the uniqueness of this structure in birds, we

compared the gene expression patterns with those found in the SC using transcriptional spatial data from mouse brains,60 and checked

the in situ hybridization (ISH) data of mice in Allen Brain Atlas (ABA). It turned out that this precise structure of INN was not present by SC

of mice, further highlighting the sophisticated nature of the avian OT (Figures S4C and S4D). Meanwhile, compared with the SC, we found

that PVALB+ neurons were abundant in both OT and SC, while the SNCG+ neurons were only enriched in OT (Figure S4D).

In summary, in this part, we further explored theOT at spatial cellular resolution and provided its cell distribution landscape.We identified

two pivotal cell populations in the SGP and delineated their distinct anatomical spatial distribution. Additionally, our findings described a

highly precise architecture of interneurons within the avian tectum region, surpassing that of the mouse SC. Given previously, these findings

provided us with new insights into the intricate organization and functional specialization of the OT at a cellular resolution.

Figure 3. Spatially segmented cells of avian OT

(A) ssDNA staining of OT section (Left) and spatially assigned nuclei by Spateo (Median). Corresponding nucleus areas were properly expanded to include the

cytoplasm. Zoom in segmented cells (Right).

(B) Boxplot of genes (Left) and counts (Right) number of segmented cells. Only the main tectum regions were contained.

(C) UMAP showing the unsupervised clustering of segmented cells. EXN, excitatory neurons; INN, inhibitory neurons; OLI, oligodendrocytes; AST, astrocytes;

OPC, dendrocyte precursor cells; VLMC, vascular leptomeningeal cells; ACH, acetylcholinergic neurons.

(D) Spatial plot of identified cell types.

(E) Bar plot showing cell type proportion of each region.

(F) Sub-clustering of the cells from SGP and SFP.

(G) Heatmap of top 5 DEGs of each subcluster from SGP and SFP.

(H) Distribution of Clu6 VIP+PENK+ cells (Up) and Clu7 NMB+SST+ cells (Down).

(I) Expression levels of classic INN markers on space, including PVALB, LAMP5, SST, VIP, MEIS2, and SNCG.
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Single-cell atlas of the deep layers of OT

The deep layers of OT (dOT) or SC are associated with the processing of vision, auditory, and somatosensory.4 Meanwhile, it’s reported to be

involved in somemotor functions and the visual and auditory alignment.5 In our previous analysis, we proved the fear response and associative

learning abilities of OT, especially in the dOT, at the transcriptional level. Therefore, to have a more profound understanding of the dOT and

further elucidate its function mechanisms, we applied snRNA-seq on the dOT from two adult zebra finches (Figures 1A, S5A, and S5B). After

QC, we obtained 29,281 single-nuclei transcriptomes and identified seven major populations of neuronal and nonneuronal cells (Figure 4A).

Like before, referring to well-established marker genes,51–53,61 we annotated clusters of excitatory neurons (EXN; SLC17A6+), inhibitory neu-

rons (INN;GAD2+), oligodendrocytes (OLI; PLP1+), astrocytes (AST; SLC1A2+), dendrocyte precursor cells (OPC; PDGFRA+), microglial cells

(MIC; C1QB+), and blood cells (HBAD+) (Figure 4B).

We mainly focused on the 23,514 neurons in our single-cell data. To gain insights into the cellular and molecular mechanisms underlying

the exceptional abilities of avian dOT, we first subclustered the EXN from our data and identified 11 subclusters of EXN, which indicated the

presence of diverse EXN populations in dOT and highlighted the high density of excitatory neurons in this region (Figure 4C). Given the

involvement of dOT in visual, somatosensory, and motor functions,4 we compared our data with an atlas of single-cell data from three major

mouse brain regions: the visual area (VIS), primary somatosensory area (SSp), and primarymotor area (MOp).62 By examining the gene expres-

sion correlations, we found varying degrees of similarity between the EXN clusters in OT and the neocortical regions. The EXN_0, EXN_1,

EXN_3, and EXN_8 (group 1) exhibited higher correlation with the neocortex, while EXN_4, EXN_7, EXN_11, and EXN_12 (group 2) had

much less similarity (Figure 4D). Especially, the difference of correlation across neocortex regions was minimal. Based on this observation

and background knowledge, we hypothesized these cell populations with high similarity with mouse neocortex may play a more important

role in advanced functions. To further explore the difference between the two groups of EXN, we perform a differential expression analysis

between them (Figure 4E). The group 1 EXN was found to highly express LOC116808653, the glutamate ionotropic receptor AMPA type sub-

unit 1 (GRIA1), and neural cell adhesion molecule L1-like protein (CHL1). Upregulated DEGs of group 1 were mainly related to the synaptic

transmission, synapse organization, and axon development pathways (Figure 4F). Besides, based on this GO enrichment result, EXN in group

1 appeared to bemore related to cognitive, learning, andmemory, which then supported our initial hypothesis. Specifically, we then focused

on the EXN_3, which exhibited the highest correlation with mouse EXN. The EXN_3 was marked by the forkhead box G1 (FOXG1), which is a

key transcription factor for the vertebrate to expand the forebrain and acquire higher order information processing abilities63 (Figure 4G). The

existence of FOXG1+ cells in theOTof zebra finchwas verifiedby our spatial data (Figure S5D). Additionally, to validate the specificity of these

neurons in OT, we examined the expression of FOXG1 in mouse brains with ISH data from ABA and found it was predictably present in the

neocortex but vacant in themammalian SC (Figure S5E). This further indicated that FOXG1+neuronswere unique to avianOT and not present

in the mammalian SC. We assumed that the absence of FOXG1 in the midbrain may be related to the degeneration of mammal SC during

evolution, compared with other vertebrates. Based on our spatial data, we estimated the expression scores of top DEGs from these FOXG+

cells among different levels and found they were mainly enriched in Imc, which is one of the key nucleus isthmi for sensory processing in

birds56,64 (Figure 4H). Consequently, we hypothesized that group 1 EXN, particularly those marked by FOXG1 expression, were essential

for OT to exert its functional capabilities. These findings provided further support for the potential functional convergent evolution between

avian OT and specific regions of the mouse neocortex at a single-cell level.

Apart from the EXN, the development, and migration of INN has always been a hotspot in mammals,65,66 while in birds there is little

knowledge of the origin of INN. Hence, we then extracted and identified 16 subclusters of INN within our data (Figures S5F and S5G).

Based on the hierarchical clustering and the expression pattern of mammalian INN marker genes, we defined two main origins of the

INN in OT: medial ganglionic eminence (MGE; INN_8/9/10/15/16), lateral ganglionic eminence (LGE; INN_0/1/2/3/5/6/7/11/12)51 (Fig-

ure S5H). However, there were three clusters of INN (INN_4/13/14) that could not be classified based on known markers of mammals

and they were on the same brand of the clustering tree (Figure S5H). We further found these INN highly expressed the synuclein gamma

(SNCG) and neuritin 1 (NRN1) (Figure S5I), which may play a different role in the OT and were a population of bird-unique INN in OT

compared with mammals.

In summary, our snRNA-seq data provided a new understanding of theOT and its underlying functionmechanisms, which can be a support

and supplement to the spatial data with a higher RNA capture rate. Here we primarily focused on the various EXN of avian dOT and identified

a specific subgroup, denoted as ‘‘group 1’’ here, which is likely closely associated with signal processing within the dOT. Furthermore, within

the group 1 cells, we found a population of EXNhighly expressed FOXG1, which is a pan-telencephalicmarker inmammals.67 The presence of

FOXG+ cells in avian OT may be associated with the considerable expansion happened in avian tectum. The high degree of transcriptional

similarity between specific cell populations in the avian dOT and the mouse sensory cortex also suggested a potential case of convergent

evolution among vertebrates in their perception of the surrounding environment.

DISCUSSION

OT or SC has been studied for over forty years, with an increasing number of studies unveiling its diverse functions.10 However, a compre-

hensive understanding of its molecular landscape at the cellular level has been lacking. Meanwhile, the precise functions and underlying

mechanisms of avian OT remain inconclusive.4 Fortunately, advancements in technology have provided us with the means to deepen our un-

derstanding of this structure. By employing spatial omics and snRNA-seq techniques, we have generated a spatial landscape of the avian

tectum and explored its cellular organization. Moreover, comparative analysis with mouse datasets has enabled us to uncover instances of

functional convergent evolution in OT and gain insights into its multimodal functions.
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Figure 4. Single-nucleus atlas of the dOT (A) UMAP showing snRNA data of deeper layers from zebra finch OT

EXN, excitatory neurons; INN, inhibitory neurons; OLI, oligodendrocytes; AST, astrocytes; OPC, dendrocyte precursor cells; MIC, microglial cells; Blood, Blood

cells.

(B) Dot plot of classic markers to identify cell types.

(C) Sub-clustering and further unsupervised clustering of EXN from snRNA data.

(D) Spearman correlations between scaled average expression profiles of avian subclusters and EXN from three brain regions of mice. VIS: visual area; SSp:

primary somatosensory area; Mop: primary motor area; ***: p value < 0.001.

(E) Volcano plot showing the differentially expressed genes (DEGs) between group 1 and group 2 from D by Wilcoxon rank-sum test. The top 10 DEGs were

annotated. The avg_log2FC represents average log2(fold change). Genes with adjusted p value < 0.05 and avg_log2FC>=0.5 are red (UP). Genes with

adjusted p value < 0.05 and avg_log2FC<=-0.5 are blue (Down). Not sig: no significant genes.

(F) Dot plot showing enriched GO items of upregulated DEGs from group 1.

(G) Feature plot of FOXG1 in EXN.

(H) Violin plot of top 5 DEG score (Up) and top 10 DEG score (Down) of spatial layers. DEGwas extracted from differential expression analysis of EXN_3 among all

EXN. ***: p value<0.001, Wilcoxon rank-sum test.
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Using Stereo-seq, here we reconstructed the layer structure of OT based on gene expression patterns, which align well with the corre-

sponding anatomical structure and our ssDNA staining results (Figures 1B and 1C). We first reported the comprehensive layer-specific genes

of avian OT, part of which has been implicated in the specialized functions previously documented, and these patterns existed in a high de-

gree of conservation across avian species. These transcriptional atlases could help us acquire a deeper insight into avian OT. Concerning the

function of layers, we reported differentially enriched pathways of each layer and found the SGP possessed the most diverse functions, like

fear response and associative learning (Figures S2 and 2C). And we tried to explain these functions at molecular levels, where we found the

relatively high expression of TAC1, PENK, CCK, NRXN1 etc. In addition to gene function analysis, the expression of neurotransmitter recep-

tors and transporters shed light on the potential neural connections withinOT. Various layers ofOT seem to be able to receive signals from the

Ipc and other midbrain regions via Ach and 5-HT respectively. Taken together, our findings substantiated the complex functional abilities of

OT in birds and proposed some potential molecular mechanisms inside it.

The detailed characterization of neuronal subtypes and their spatial distribution within theOT has remained unclear for a long time. In this

work, we employed two parallel methods, cell segmentation on spatial data and snRNA-seq analysis, to explore the cellular organization of

theOT (Figures 3 and 4). The spatial cellular map obtained through cell segmentation revealed the distribution of neuronal and non-neuronal

cells within the avian OT. Notably, in the avian OT, different subtypes of INN still have a well-layered distribution, a feature that is not

possessed by SC in mice. Meanwhile, our snRNA-seq data identified an EXN population marked by FOXG1 within dOT, which exhibited a

high similarity to the EXN from themouse neocortex. The FOXG1+ EXN in mammals has been reported to participate in forebrain expansion

and higher cognitive functions.68,69 In our study, we observed that this specific EXN subtypemay play a crucial role in higher-order processing

functions within theOT. As for INN, the INNmigration has not been well studied in birds, especially in OT. To explore the origin of INN inOT,

we utilized classic INNmarkers from themouse brain as a reference. Our findings indicated that LGE andMGEmay be themain origins of INN

in avian OT.

The understanding of the sensory processing and perception has always been a captivating topic for research, while our current under-

standing of it is still limited. One notable aspect lies in the evolutionary development of two visual pathways in vertebrates: the retinotectal (or

tectofugal) pathway and the retinogeniculate (or thalamofugal) pathway.70 In mammals, particularly primates, the majority of visual stimuli

from the retina travel to the lateral geniculate nucleus in the thalamus, then to V1 in the neocortex, with only a few inputs directed to the

SC.71 In contrast, birds, reptiles, and more primitive animals predominantly route almost all visual inputs to the OT, followed by higher-level

analysis regions.46 To date, comprehensive research addressing this significant transformation and elucidating its driving factors remains

notably scarce. In this work, our data and analysis provided a new perspective for this process by focusing on the OT of birds, renowned

for possessing exceptional vision and serving as a crucial node in evolutionary studies. These findings could not only contribute to our un-

derstanding of the architecture and innovation of avian OT but also establish a foundational dataset and knowledge base for future research

on sensory evolution. Moreover, through a cross-species comparison between birds and mammals, our insights hint at the potential conver-

gent evolution of multi-sensory processing in vertebrates.

Limitations of the study

However, the study is constrained by the limited availability of high-quality SC or OT data for other species, like primates and reptiles, pre-

venting a comprehensive understanding of the primary factors driving the conversion of visual pathways in vertebrates. Consequently, further

investigations are imperative to delve into the molecular and cellular changes occurring in sensory pathways across various species during

evolution. Besides, limited by the capture capacity of current spatial sequencing technology and the relatively small size of avian brain cells,

the cellular analysis of zebra finch spatial sections was hindered in this work. And the sample from different stages of development was also

advised in the future research to further explore the conservation and innovation that existed in visual evolution of vertebrates.
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STAR+METHODS

KEY RESOURCES TABLE

REAGENT or RESOURCE SOURCE IDENTIFIER

Biological samples

#1 Rock pigeon (male, 12-month-old) This study N/A

#2 Zebra finch (female, 12-month-old) This study N/A

#3 Zebra finch (male, 12-month-old) This study N/A

#4 Zebra finch (female, 12-month-old) This study N/A

#5 Zebra finch (female, 12-month-old) This study N/A

Chemicals, peptides, and recombinant proteins

Normal Goat Serum Blocking Solution Vector Lab S-1000-20

Nucleic Acid Dye Thermo Cat#Q10212

QubitTM dsDNA Assay Kit Thermo Cat#Q10212

RNase inhibitor NEB M0314L

blocking buffer Roche Cat#11096176001

RNase A Sigma Cat#R4642

MgCl2 Ambion AM9530G

T4 ligase NEB Cat#M0202V

Tissue-Tek OCT Sakura Cat#4583

Deposited data

Public in situ hybridization image data https://portal.brain-map.org/ N/A

Public mouse isocortex single cell

transcriptomic data

NeMO Archive nemo:dat-jb2f34y

Public mouse spatial transcriptomic data Single Cell Portal SCP1830

snRNA data of zebra finches and rock pigeons This study https://db.cngb.org/search/

project/CNP0004708/

Stereo-seq data of avian optic tectum This study https://db.cngb.org/stomics/

project/STT0000064

Codes for bioinformatic analysis This study https://github.com/Coleliao/

Spatial_OT

Oligonucleotides

Stereo-seq-TSO:

CTGCTGACGTACTGAGAGGC/rG//rG//iXNA_G/

Sangon N/A

cDNA PCR primer:

CTGCTGACGTACTGAGAGGC

Sangon N/A

Stereo-seq-library-F:

/5phos/CTGCTGACGTACTGAGAGG*C*A

Sangon N/A

Stereo-seq-library-R:

GAGACGTTCTCGACTCAGCAGA

Sangon N/A

Stereo-seq-library-splint-oligo:

GTACGTCAGCAGGAGACGTTCTCG

Sangon N/A

Stereo-seq-read1:

CTGCTGACGTACTGAGAGGCATGGCGACCT

TATCAG

Sangon N/A

Stereo-seq-read2:

GCCATGTCGTTCTGTGAGCCAAGGAGT

Sangon N/A

(Continued on next page)
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RESOURCE AVAILABILITY

Lead contact

Further information and requests for the resources and reagents may be directed to and will be fulfilled by the lead contact, Zhenkun Zhuang

(zhuangzhenkun@genomics.cn).

Materials availability

All materials used for stereo-seq and snRNA-seq are commercially available.

Data and code availability

The snRNA data that support the findings of this study have been deposited into the CNGB Sequence Archive (CNSA)72 of China Na-

tional GeneBank DataBase (CNGBdb)73 with accession number CNP0004708 (https://db.cngb.org/search/project/CNP0004708/). The

stereo-seq data of avian optic avian from zebra finches and rock pigeon used in this study can be accessed and downloaded via

https://db.cngb.org/stomics/project/STT0000064. All data are publicly available as of the date of publication. The transcriptomic

data and in situ hybridization data of mouse used in this study were previously published, and thier accession numbers are listed in

the key resources table.

All data were analyzed with standard programs and packages, as detailed in the key resources table. All original code used to analyze the

data has been deposited at https://github.com/Coleliao/Spatial_OT and is publicly available.

Any additional information required to reanalyze the data reported in this paper is available from the lead contact upon request.

Continued

REAGENT or RESOURCE SOURCE IDENTIFIER

Stereo-seq-MDA-primer:

TCTGCTGAGTCGAGAACGTC

Sangon N/A

Software and algorithms

SAW https://github.com/BGIResearch/SAW V2.1.0

STAR https://github.com/alexdobin/STAR V2.5.3

R https://cran.r-project.org/ V4.2.0

Seurat https://satijalab.org/seurat/ V4.3.0

SeuratDisk https://github.com/mojaveazure/seurat-disk V0.0.0.9020

psych https://cran.r-project.org/web/packages/psych/ V2.2.5

clusterProfiler http://www.bioconductor.org/packages/

release/bioc/html/clusterProfiler.html

V4.2.2

ggplot2 https://cran.rstudio.com/web/packages/

ggplot2/index.html

V3.3.6

ggpubr https://cran.r-project.org/web/packages/

ggpubr/index.html

V0.4.0

org.Hs.e.g.,.db https://bioconductor.org/packages/release/

data/annotation/html/org.Hs.eg.db.html

V1.14.2

ComplexHeatmap https://bioconductor.org/packages/release/

bioc/html/ComplexHeatmap.html

V2.11.1

dplyr https://cran.r-project.org/web/packages/

dplyr/index.html

V1.0.10

python https://www.python.org/ V3.9.0

Spateo https://github.com/aristoteleo/spateo-release V1.0.2

SpaGCN https://github.com/jianhuupenn/SpaGCN V1.2.7

pandas https://pypi.org/project/pandas/ V2.0.3

numpy https://pypi.org/project/numpy/ V1.24.0

scanpy https://scanpy.readthedocs.io/en/stable/ V1.9.3

anndata https://anndata.readthedocs.io/en/latest/ V0.9.2
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EXPERIMENTAL MODEL AND STUDY PARTICIPANT DETAILS

Animal care

The animal protocol was approved by the Institutional Review Board School, Zhengzhou University (ZZUIRB2022-23). Animal care complied

with the guidelines of this committee. One pigeon (Columba livia) and four zebra finches (Taeniopygia guttata) used in this study were all

healthy adults at 12 months of age. Section P1, P2, and P3 for Stereo-seq were from pigeon #1(male). Section Z1 and Z2 for Stereo-seq

were from zebra finch #1 (female) and #2 (male) respectively. Samples for single nucleus sequencing were from zebra finch #3 (female) and

#4 (male).

METHOD DETAILS

Brain tissue collection

Tissues were snap-frozen in liquid nitrogen prechilled isopentane in Tissue-Tek OCT (Sakura, 4583) and transferred to a �80�C freezer for

storage before the experiment. Cryosections were cut at a thickness of 10 mm in a Leika CM1950 cryostat. Coronal segmentation was per-

formed using a freezing microtome. For Section P1, P2, and P3 for Stereo-seq, sections were collected from the position at 12.0, 12.5, and

13.0 mm from the forebrain extremity along the anterior-to-posterior direction respectively. Section Z2 and Z1 of zebra finch were from po-

sitions at 6.0 and 6.5 mm from the forebrain extremity. The samples for snRNA-seq were punched out from the tissue under the SGF layer of

zebra finch #3 and #4.

Spatial section preparation and sequencing

Stereo-seq experiment workflows were performed as previously described by Chen et al.20 In brief, Tissue sections were adhered to the Ste-

reo-seq chip surface and incubated at 37�C for 3–5min. Subsequently, the sections underwent fixation inmethanol for 40min at�20�Cbefore

initiating the Stereo-seq library preparation. Before sequencing, the same sections were stained with a nucleic acid dye (Thermo fisher,

#Q10212) to detect the ssDNA distribution, and imaging was conducted using a Ti-7 Nikon Eclipse microscope before capturing them in

situ through the FITC channel. Following this, we performed in situ reverse transcription, amplification, library construction, and sequencing,

adhering to the manufacturer’s protocol.

Stereo-seq raw data processing

The fastq files from the Stereo-seq experiment underwent processing following a previously established workflow.20 The initial reads in the

Stereo-seq data included Coordinate Identity (CID) sequences, which were aligned to the predefined coordinates of the Stereo-seq chip ob-

tained during the first round of sequencing. During this alignment process, a maximum of one base mismatch was allowed. Reads containing

Molecular Identifiers (MID) with N bases or more than two bases with a quality score below 10 were excluded from the dataset. The CID and

MID associated with each read were then added to the read header. The retained reads were subsequently aligned to the reference genome

using STAR,74 and reads with a mapping quality score greater than 10 were tallied and annotated to their respective genes. UniqueMolecular

Identifiers (UMIs) sharing the same CID and gene locus were merged into a single UMI, allowing for one mismatch to account for sequencing

and PCR errors. This information was then used to generate an expression profilematrix containing CID information. The entire pipeline SAW

can be accessed at https://github.com/STOmics/SAW. Notably, to improve the mapping of detected fragments to more annotated exonic

and intronic regions, we generated a modified GTF annotation file based on bTaeGut1.4.pri from the National Center for Biotechnology In-

formation (NCBI). Subsequently, the single-nucleus RNA-seq (snRNA-seq) data were aligned to the reference using STAR (v2.5.3) with the

aforementioned modified GTF file.

Single-nucleus suspension preparation

A single-nucleus suspension was prepared following established procedures.75 In brief, frozen brain tissue samples from birds were placed in

a Dounce homogenizer containing 2mL of pre-chilled homogenization buffer, and the homogenizer was kept on ice during the grinding pro-

cess. The tissue was homogenized with 10–15 strokes using pestle A, followed by 10–15 strokes using pestle B. Subsequently, an additional

2 mL of homogenization buffer was added to the Dounce homogenizer, and the homogenate was filtered through 30 mm MACS Smart

Strainers (Miltenyi Biotech, #130-110-915) into a 15mL conical tube. The tubewas then centrifuged at 500 g for 5min at 4�C to pellet the nuclei.

The resulting pellet was resuspended in 1.5 mL of blocking buffer and subjected to another centrifugation step at 500 g for 5 min at 4�C to

pellet the nuclei once more. The isolated nuclei were subsequently resuspended in cell resuspension buffer for use in the subsequent single-

nucleus RNA sequencing library preparation.

snRNA-seq library construction and sequencing

The DNBelab C Series High-throughput Single-Cell RNA Library Preparation Kit (MGI, #940-000047-00) was employed to construct

sequencing libraries following the manufacturer’s instructions. In summary, single-nucleus suspensions were used for various steps, including

droplet generation, emulsion breakage, collection of beads, reverse transcription, second-strand synthesis, cDNA amplification, and ampli-

fication of droplet index products to generate barcoded libraries. The quantification of sequencing libraries was performed using the Qubit
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ssDNA Assay Kit (Thermo Fisher Scientific, #Q10212), and the libraries were subsequently sequenced on the ultra-high-throughput DIPSEQ

T1 or DIPSEQ T10 sequencers at the China National GeneBank (Shenzhen, China).

SNRNA-SEQ RAW DATA PROCESSING

The sequencing data were processed following the methods previously outlined.76 Initially, bead barcodes and unique molecular identifier

sequences were extracted using the ’parse’ function available in PISA (https://github.com/shiquan/PISA). For cDNA libraries, the first 10–20

base pairs (bp) of ’read1’ served as bead barcodes, the next 10 bp (21-30 bp) represented the UMI sequence, and the entire ’read2’

(100 bp) was employed for downstream alignment analysis. In the case of Droplet Index libraries, the first 10–20 bp of ’read1’ were designated

as bead barcodes, the first 10 bp of ’read2’ were considered the UMI sequence, and the subsequent 10 bp (11-20 bp) and 10 bp (21-30 bp) of

’read2’ were designated as droplet index barcodes. Reads with incorrect barcodes, as per the barcode list, were excluded. Subsequently, the

single-nucleus RNA-seq data were aligned to the genome reference using STAR (v2.5.3), with the previously mentioned modified GTF file. To

determine the actual number of beads, the ’barcodeRanks’ function from the DropletUtils tool was utilized to identify the threshold value rep-

resenting a sharp transition in the distribution of total UMI counts. Beads with UMI counts below this threshold were discarded. Beads consid-

ered to belong to the same cell were merged, and gene expression in cells was quantified using PISA.

Spatial clustering and annotation

The reads captured by DNBs were summarized based on a binning method, which contained 100 3 100 single DNB in a bin100 (bin, 50 mm

diameter). All bins of each section were clustered in SpaGCN (v1.2.7)21 separately. The average spatial position of all DNBs in one bin was set

as the position of the bin, which was used in SpaGCN. Genes expressed in less than 3 bins were removed with function spg.prefilter_genes().

During spatial clustering by SpaGCN, parameters followed: p = 0.5, n_clusters = 28, r_seed = t_seed = n_seed = 100, and other parameters

followed the official tutorial. The default clusteringmodel of SpaGCNwas used. The region annotation was based on both anatomical knowl-

edge and unsupervised clustering results, and validated by corresponding ssDNA staining result of each section. All sections were clustered

and manually annotated separately.

Spatial sections integration and clustering

To remove the batch effect, we integrated all sections in Seurat (v4.3.0).23 Before integration, bins in any section in which genes captured less

than 200 were filtered. Only the main regions of each section were extracted for subsequent analysis, which contained SOp, SGF, SGC, SAC,

BCS, SGP, SFP, Imc, and Ipc. Then 5 spatial sections were normalized and scaled by the function ‘SCTransform’ in Seurat. All sections were

then integrated by 3,000 anchors with themutual nearest neighbor (MNN) algorithm in Seurat. The dimensionality reduction and clustering of

the integrated object were then achieved with functions ‘RunPCA’ and ‘RunUMAP’ with dim = 1:30 and resolution = 1.0. Other parameters in

the clustering flow were default.

Layer-specific expressed genes detection

The differentially expressed genes (DEGs) of each domain in the avian OT were detected by the ‘FindAllMarkers’ function with the Wilcoxon

rank-sum test. The normalized count matrix of the integrated object from two species was used for the differential expression calculation.

Only genes with logfc.threshold>0.1 during FindAllMarkders() were kept for further analysis. Genes with the adjusted p value less than

0.05, calculated by Bonferroni correction, were regarded as significant for each layer.

Correlation between pigeon and zebra finch

The bin data from two species was normalized by function LogNormalize() in Seurat with default parameters. Expressionmatrix from the same

species but different sectionswasmerged into one. The top 50 DEGs, of which adjusted p value less than 0.05, of all main tectum regions were

selected. The average expression of each region for these selected genes was calculated by the ‘AverageExpression’ function on the data

slot. Then the Spearman correlation was conducted in R with package psych (v2.2.5). The heatmap was visualized by ComplexHeatmap

(v2.11.1).

Gene ontology enrichment analysis

The top 50DEGswith the highest average fold change and adjusted p value less than 0.05 of each region in theOTwere selected for theGene

Ontology (GO) enrichment analysis. Only DEGs that could be transferred into one-to-one orthologous genes of human were kept for further

analysis. The GO analysis was conducted in R with a package named clusterProfiler (v4.2.2).77 All genes were transformed into ENTREZ ID by

the human genome reference ‘org.Hs.e.g.,.db’. The compared GO enrichment was performed by function ‘compareCluster’ with paraments:

ont = ‘BP’, pAdjustMethod = "BH", pvalueCutoff = 0.05, qvalueCutoff = 0.05. In addition, as for the SGP layer, we conducted the enrichment

on its top 50 DEGs with the function ‘enrichGO’ with the same parameter above. Only GO items with a q value less than 0.05 were selected.
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Gene module score of classic neurotransmitters

The integrated data was used for the module score with the function ‘AddModuleScore’ function in Seurat. Main neurotransmitter receptor

types included in this work were: the g-aminobutyric acid (GABA) receptors, glutamate receptors, monoamine receptors, where we only

considered serotonin (5-Hydroxytryptamine, 5-HT), and acetylcholine receptors. The main neurotransmitter transporters included GABA

transporters, glutamate transporters, monoamine transporters and acetylcholine transports. Only genes expressed in our sections were taken

into account in the scoring. All detailed genes were listed in Table S2. After scoring, the Kruskal-Wallis rank-sum test was conducted among

scores of all regions in R by ggpubr (v0.4.0) to check the overall significance.

Image-based single-cell segmentation and clustering

To obtain the spatial data at cellular resolution, we only conducted cell segmentation on our spatial data. Due to the limited sequencing

depth of current technology and the small size of birds compared with mammals, especially for zebra finch, the cell segmentation was con-

ducted only on the Section P1 from pigeon and Section Z1 from zebra finch. The cell segmentation was performed by Spateo (v1.0.2)50 in

Python. We first identified the nucleus based on the ssDNA staining picture with a watershed-based approach. To expand the segmented

cells from nuclei to cytoplasm, we then expanded each nucleus by 10 pixels and set the maximum area of each cell as 1,200 pixels. After

the segmentation, for Section P1, we only extracted the OT area. Segmented cells with genes more than 150 and less than 2,500 were

kept for further analysis. Since the average quality of segmented cells of Section Z1 was not qualified for further clustering and cell type anno-

tation, in the following process, we only used P1 for the dimension reduction and unsupervised clustering, while the section from zebra finch

was used for validation. The clustering of cells was conducted in Seurat (v4.3.0) with a default pipeline. All clusters were classified into seven

major cell types based on the expression of markers.

Cell clustering and cell-type identification of snRNA-seq data

Basic processing and visualization of the snRNA-seq data were performed with Seurat (v4.3.0). All matrices were created Seurat object by

function ‘CreateSeuratObject’ with parameters: min.cells = 3, min.features = 200. The data from the same sample but different libraries

were merged. Nuclei with genes less than 300 or more than 3,000 were filtered out. After the quality control, 29,281 nuclei in total were finally

remained for downstream analysis. We then integrated the snRNA-seq data from different samples in Seurat. The integration and clustering

followed the same pipeline as the integration of spatial bin data before. Cell types were identified by classic markers reported in previous

studies. In addition, after the major cell type annotation, we extracted and re-integrated the EXN and INN for further clustering.

The correlation of excitatory neurons from zebra finches and mice

We downloaded the single-cell sequencing data of the mouse brain and extracted three brain regions from the data, including VIS, SSp, and

MOp.62 Only EXN from our snRNA data of birds and downloaded mouse data were kept. Considering the downloaded mouse data was too

large, we down-sampled 30,000 cells for further correlation. 2,500 high variable genes (HVGs) across the bird data were calculated with the

function ‘FindVariableFeatures’. All mouse genes were converted into all caps for consistency. Only one-to-one orthologous HVGs existed

both in mice and birds were used to calculate the average expression for each brain region and cell type. Then the Spearman correlation

was conducted in R with package psych (v2.2.5). The hierarchical clustering of all cell types in deeper OT of zebra finch was based on the

Spearman correlation coefficient.

Top DEG score of spatial layers

DEGs of EXN_3 were calculated by the function FindMarkers() in Seurat among all EXN subclusters. Only DEGs with adjusted p value < 0.05

and existedboth in snRNAdata and spatial RNAdatawere remained for further analysis. TopDEGswere selectedby the order of fold change.

The scores were calculated by functionAddModuleScore() on integrated spatial data of five sections. All parameters followed the official tuto-

rial of Seurat.

QUANTIFICATION AND STATISTICAL ANALYSIS

No statistical methods were used to predetermine sample sizes, but the sample sizes here are similar to those reported in previous publica-

tions. No randomization was used during data collection as there was a single experimental condition for all acquired data. Data collection

and analyses were not performed blind to the conditions of the experiments as all experiments followed the same experimental condition.

Statistical details of experiments and analyses can be found in the figure legends andmain text above. All statistical tests were two-sided, and

statistical significance was considered when p value <0.05. To account for multiple-testing, the p values were adjusted using the Bonferroni

correction.
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